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Monthly Meetings (Mon. 7 PM typically preceded by 6:30 Ex Comm meeting):
Jan 20 – Olive Garden, 7206 Kingston Pike, Knoxville
Feb 17 – Golden Oak Buffet, 401 S. Tulane Ave, Oak Ridge
Mar 16 – Calhoun’s on Pellissippi, 10020 Kingston Pike, Knoxville
Morristown Gatherings (Fri. 7 PM): Feb 14, Mar 13. Contact Randal Turner at 865674-2819.
Cheers and Jeers (visiting different restaurants in Knoxville areas Wed evenings):
Contact Gregg Butler gregg_butler@hotmail.com to be sure you get a seat.
Wednesday Luncheons (Wed 11:30 AM Dean’s in Oak Ridge, 239 Jackson Square):
Jan 29, Feb 26, Mar 25. Contact Clarence Juneau cjuneau@comcast.net.
Newsletter Folding Party Sat Mar 28, 5:30 PM at Clarence and Lynn Juneau’s, 95 N.
Claymore Lane, Oak Ridge. RSVP to Clarence Juneau at cjuneau@comcast.net.
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LocSec Notes
John Raymond, SMM Local Secretary
It has been an eventful year for Smoky Mountain Mensa and looking forward to 2020 I hope that it provides the clear
vision that those numbers connote. I would like to extend my heartfelt thanks for all the work done by the Executive
Committee and the core group of other members who provided the vital effort required to keep a volunteer
organization going. As we move into the new year I would like to encourage each of you to consider what could be done
to make the Mensa experience richer and more inclusive for us all. All ideas, suggestions and even complaints are
valuable raw materials for creating an even better future for the group. There are still several positions of responsibility
waiting to be filled and it would be particularly satisfying to see folks step forward who have not previously experienced
the rewards that come with helping to achieve shared goals. I wish you all a very happy and prosperous new year.
Sincerely,
John Raymond gandalf47@aol.com (423) 733 – 2075

Christmas Party
The SMM annual Christmas Party was held Saturday, December 14 at the Meadows Condominiums clubhouse in Knoxville.
The table with Gregg Butler, Carrie Ethridge and the Raymonds edged out the Simmons/Campbell family (Jim, Betsy and
Jeremy) in the Christmas show quote trivia contest. There was also the book swap and the prize drawing, where Betsy
Campbell and Gilbert Chan each won their choice of a Mensa catalog item or a free meal at an upcoming meeting. The
grand prize of choice of 2020 AG registration, 2 RG registrations, or 3-year membership renewal was won by Clarence
Juneau. Pictures and the movie quiz are in the online bonus pages.
In 2020 we will try to track attendance at all events as entries to the next end-of-year drawing (attendance at the party
was not required for one of the two prizes or the grand prize). So the more activities you participate in, the more likely
you win next year. There are also two opportunities in this newsletter to get entered.

January Meeting Preview
Baseball teams look at opponents’ history of where they hit the ball and decide to shift infielders across the diamond or
even move one to the outfield. Companies buy your browsing history to decide whether to pay to send ads to your screen.
Modern police departments depend less on cruising than before and use crime report patterns to better locate officers to
deter crime or apprehend criminals.
Oak Ridge PD crime analyst Robert Hubbs will be our guest speaker at the monthly
meeting 7 PM January 20 at Olive Garden, 7206 Kingston Pike. He also has
experience with the Knoxville Police Department and Knox County Sheriff’s
department, totaling four decades in law enforcement. He will explain how data
analysis is used and what tools are available for citizens to see what has been
reported in their areas.
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Not the White Christmas We Wanted
Tom Pritchard
Back in the late 80s we lived in Jackson MS and were members of Mississippi Mensa. We hosted the Christmas party. We
had an inspiration, and decided, rather than use an artificial tree, or buy one which might not be that fresh, from a
street corner vendor, we would go get a freshly cut tree from a tree farm. We got a very fresh, beautiful tree, patting
ourselves on the back the whole time. Put it up in the living room. Everybody admired the tree when the party started.
Toward the end of the evening, after most people had gone, we had some unexpected visitors. They were NOT latearriving Mensans, and did NOT come through the front door, but rather, out of the tree! They were little white flies.
After thanking them profusely for not showing up earlier, we dispatched them as best we could —and conserved energy
by ceasing to pat ourselves on the back.

SMM Financial Report
Marsha Patterson Raymond, Treasurer
Following is an update to let you know how we stand financially as of December 17, 2019. This information is available
to your LocSec/ExComm quarterly as required by the American Mensa Treasurer's Handbook. To comply with IRS and
audit requirements, I will be submitting an annual report of all cash balances owned/controlled by Smoky Mountain
Mensa for the period ending March 31, 2020.
The December ORNL Federal Credit Union statement hasn't been released as of this writing, but the November 2019
statement shows the following:
Membership Account

$ 225.87

Money Market Share

$ 4,574.62

Spending Plus Account

$ 2,258.86

As mentioned in a previous newsletter, our group purchased a 13 month CD in the amount of $5,000.00 which was
taken from the Share Account. At current rates it will yield approximately $120.00 when it comes to term. The item
below shows our current status:
13 Mo. Promo Certificate

$ 5,056.68

Our major expenses for this fiscal year were our SMM 40th Anniversary Picnic (which was held on June 22nd in Lenoir
City) and our 2019 annual Christmas Party (held December 14th in Knoxville).
Please remember that any reimbursement requests that you submit to SMM need to include the original invoice for
details and proof of payment.
Thank you.
Marsha Raymond, Treasurer
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Deck the Halls
Last issue’s quiz had you match these halls of fame with their location and opening year and a member. Of course, some
people are in multiple, such as the College Football and Pro Football HOF’s so these were chosen to be members of only
one. On that topic, what about former Washington Redskins coach and Pro Football HOF member Joe Gibbs who will be
a 2020 NASCAR HOF inductee?
HOF Name
College Football Hall of Fame
Country Music Hall of Fame
Naismith Memorial Basketball Hall of Fame
NASCAR Hall of Fame
National Baseball Hall of Fame
Pro Bowlers Association Hall of Fame
Pro Football Hall of Fame
Rock and Roll Hall of Fame
Women's Basketball Hall of Fame

Location
Arlington, TX
Atlanta, GA
Canton, OH
Charlotte, NC
Cleveland, OH
Cooperstown, NY
Knoxville, TN
Nashville, TN
Springfield, MA

Founded
1939
1959
1963
1967
1975
1978
1983
1999
2010

Member
Amleto Monacelli
Bobby Braddock
Candy Cummings
Fireball Roberts
Howard "Hopalong" Cassady
Jackie Wilson
Mannie Jackson
Pearl Moore
Red Badgro

Venezuelan Amleto Monacelli became the first non-US citizen to be inducted into the PBA HOF in 1987, 12 years after
the Arlington site’s founding. Tammy Wynette and George Jones were among those singing the words of Bobby
Braddock, who was inducted into the Country Music HOF (Nashville, 1967) in 2011. Candy Cummings had a short career
as a professional pitcher but was inducted into the Baseball HOF (Cooperstown, 1939) with the 1939 class (the previous
three classes were selected before there was a building open, so the date is sometimes considered to be 1936) as the
inventor of the curveball. If his baseball-related nickname was deserved, Fireball Roberts probably could throw a ball
faster than Cummings, but earned fame as a driver and is in multiple racing HOF’s, including NASCAR’s (Charlotte, 2010).
Howard "Hopalong" Cassady had a successful NFL career but it was his Heisman Trophy-winning college career that
earned a 1979 induction into the College Football HOF (Atlanta, 1978). Jackie Wilson was posthumously inducted into
Cleveland’s Rock and Roll HOF in 1987, four
years after its opening. Mannie Jackson is
in the Naismith Basketball HOF (Springfield,
1959) not for his playing ability but for his
longtime ownership of the Harlem
Globetrotters, with whom he played for two
years before his business career. 2011
inductee Pearl Moore is noted on the
Women’s Basketball HOF (Knoxville, 1999)
site as the all-time scoring leader for
women’s college hoops. I’ll have to admit
that prior to this exercise I had never heard
of Pro Football HOF (Canton, 1963) member
Red Badgro, who actually quit football to
become a major-league outfielder, then had
a successful career mostly with the New
York (football) Giants, with whom he
became the first player to score an NFL
See more of these in the bonus section!
championship game touchdown.
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Fall on the Columbia
Tom Pritchard
The cruise Brenda and I took was on the Columbia River in late October. If you
haven’t done a river cruise before, I would highly recommend it. I don’t want
to give a plug for any particular cruise line, but there are several cruise lines
that do river cruises, both in the US and abroad. We flew in to Spokane WA,
and were bussed down to Clarkston to start the cruise. The cruise ended in
Portland OR. The ship holds about 2 or 3 hundred people. Almost all the
people on board were 50 or older, I think. My impression was that most were
highly educated. The cruise
could also be taken the
opposite direction, Portland
to Clarkston. I would
recommend that, simply
because flying out of
Portland (which proclaims
itself as one of the world’s
great airports) was unnecessarily confusing. A disorganized mess.
Spokane itself is a very interesting city, and worth spending a day in. It
is, I think, almost always good to get to your starting point a day early
when taking an organized trip, to allow for travel glitches.
The cruise had several side excursions by land, some of which were
free, others involved additional charges. The side trips were for either
historic or scenic sites. The pix given here were a small part of the pix
we took. The first, of the tree, was interesting to us, just because of
the artistry of the person carving on the dead tree. That was in Pasco
WA.
The second picture is of
Multnomah Falls in
western Oregon, the
highest in Oregon, and
one of the highest in the
country, 611 feet high.
By comparison, Niagara
is 184 ft.
The third is of Mt. St.
Helens, beautiful to
behold, but the site of
the most destructive
eruption in the history
of the continental US, in
1980. An eruption in
Alaska in 1912 threw out more material, but caused no deaths and little
property damage. 57 people died in the St. Helens eruption. Over 200
houses were destroyed.
The fourth photo is of Astoria Column, in Astoria Ore., to commemorate
the exploration and settlement of the Northwest. It was erected in 1926.
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Fall Meeting Notes
“It was insanely fun!” So spoke our guest speaker for the November meeting, Roane State Oak Ridge assistant professor
Beth Kitts. Her topic was not literature or history but her experience in becoming a Jeopardy! contestant. She said it
started with an easy online test and an invite to a Nashville audition in May, one of several talent searches the producers
do in the off-season. The contestants each participated in several short mock games against different opponents, and
were told they might get a call back in the next 18 months or so to be invited to be a studio participant (at their own
cost). They were not told how well they did, nor given any practice information, just a suggestion to use the souvenir
pen as a practice clicker when watching the show. They were also told that about 80,000 people try out each year for
the 400 available spots.
Beth was fortunate to get an invitation within a month to tape a show in August, which turned out to be show number
8000. With only a couple of months to prepare, she focused on researching the Bible, opera and physics. Contestants
also had to fill out several pages of information about themselves so there could be one item picked out during the
contestant intros. Flying out to southern California with her husband and teen son, they stayed in the recommended
hotel for contestants, and rode the shuttle to the Culver City Sony studio (food at the Sony canteen was good). Their
intro included a tour (there is a mini-museum where her son was impressed by the Lego model of the studio), lots of
instructions, makeup (“I didn’t spend as much time getting made up for my
wedding as for the show. The male contestants tended to fuss until they saw how
good they looked”), publicity portraits like the one shown (Jeopardy! used to just
give the contestants a copy of their photo with Alex Trebek and found people
were cropping him out because they were the best photos anyone had taken of
them, so they started also doing solo photos), and practice time getting on the
contestant booths which each have risers they adjust to make the contestants
appear about the same height (“if you wonder why they contestants never shake
hands or anything after the game, it’s because they don’t want to fall off the
box”). They were warned that the seating area for the studio audience would be
cold “like a meat locker” so that the lit stage are would not be too hot, and
contestants would come back on taping day (Jeopardy! tapes five shows on Tuesday and another five on Wednesday, so
the next day’s contestants get to familiarize themselves with the equipment) with changes of clothes so the winner
would have a few minutes to dress and come back for the next game as if it were a different day.
What about the actual day? Contestants can be part of the studio audience for the other matches and there are things
for them to do (her son won a prize in an audience trivia game), and there is usually some banter and Q&A between
games. “I didn’t realize how funny Alex is. Someone asked him how well he thought he would do as a contestant and he
said ‘I could win in a coma’”. If Alex misreads a clue they will also re-record that for the editors to dub in later.
Contestants have come up with a superstition that the middle spot is ‘cursed’, so of course Beth got that spot in her
game. During the intros, Alex used the bio note where Beth said she collected interesting mistakes her students made
and asked for an example, to which she replied that one of her students had called the Donner Party the “Dinner Party”,
getting a good laugh. Her good category was Henry Clay, and contrary to some public belief, the questions are set
months in advance without knowing who the contestants will be, so it was chance that one was a history teacher from
the Southeast. After the Final Jeopardy category is announced, studio techs go by each player to be sure a valid number
has been legibly entered before the question is read.
With an Oct. 4 showing, contestants (and spectators) then had to keep a secret of the results for two months while
being free to post teasers on social media to get people to watch. So while Beth was interviewed by WBIR and the Oak
Ridger newspaper, she didn’t reveal the results (“the lawyers make you sign documents that the prize money will not be
released until after the showing if you didn’t say what happened”). “I did let my mother know,” she admitted.
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Black History Month Trivia
Victoria Workman
Black History Week was first officially observed in February 1975 and February was designated Black History Month by
the US Congress in 1986. Send your answers to SMM.Signal@gmail.com for a chance to be entered in the end-of-year
prize drawing.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.

What musical instrument did jazz musician Grover Washington, Jr. play?
Entrepreneur and Social Activist, Sara Breedlove Walker, was better known by what name?
Who became the first African American female billionaire in 2004?
What occupation do Iman, Beverly Johnson, and Naomi Sims have in common?
Multiple Choice: How many of the original five Harlem Globetrotters were from Harlem? 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, or 5?
Wally Amos is famously known for what food product?
W.E.B. Du Bois was the first African American to receive a Ph.D. from what Ivy League university?
What comedienne won the award for Best Supporting Actress in the 1990 thriller/fantasy Ghost?
Nominated for a National Book Award, what is Maya Angelou's first autobiography?
The Guinness Book of World Records lists what Michael Jackson album as the best-selling album of all time?
In what TV series was a character named “Buckwheat” one of the stars?
Bill Cosby, Will Smith and Kobe Bryant were all born in which city?
Who is the former Olympic Gold Medal boxer who changed his name after joining the Nation of Islam?
What trumpet player was also a vocalist and was the first to use a technique known as scat singing?
In 1949, what religious movement did Malcolm X join?
Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. addressed a rally of about 20,000 people in front of the capitol building in what city in
1965?
As a lawyer for the NAACP, Thurgood Marshall argued and won what case challenging public school segregation?
Alice Walker advised what movie director during the film production of her best-selling book, The Color Purple?
What was Willie Mays’s nickname?
What artist recorded the songs, “I Will Always Love You,” “The Greatest Love of All”, and “I Wanna Dance with
Somebody”?
Who was the first African American elected to the Baseball Hall of Fame?

Welcome
Transfer members: Garrett Dell of Knoxville; Dr. Alex Hawley, an Oak Ridge physical
therapist who has been to 49 states and 20 National Parks; William Ploughe of Bean
Station.
New or rejoined members: Chicago-born and Kentucky-raised Timothy Buss of Knoxville
(pictured at right) who describes his passions as “cars, music, boats, politics, bikes, home
improvement, entertaining, Mexico, being a dad”; Jeffrey Perkins of Thorn Hill; Diana
Powers of Knoxville, a tax professional with a private firm who enjoys reading, genealogy,
gardening, travel and yoga; James Spence of Oak Ridge; Quentin Vaughan of Knoxville;
Frank Woodward of New Tazewell; Michael Walker of Clinton.

PS: Did you notice the November/December Mensa Bulletin has a feature by Knoxville’s Krista Tibbs?
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County Names
Gilbert Chan
Campbell County was formed in 1806 and is the only county that the Tennessee Blue Book hedges on the source in the
“Origins of Tennessee County Names”:

There were quite a few Campbells in those days and Col. Arthur Campbell does not appear to be a close relative of Gov.
Roane’s in-laws, nor the Campbells who set up Campbell’s Station (present-day Farragut). Like many of his county
namesakes, Arthur Campbell was a Revolutionary War veteran but without much distinction. He was one of thirteen
frontier Virginia leaders who signed the Fincastle Resolutions in early 1775 against Britain’s “Intolerable Acts”, and was
elected to Virginia’s General Assembly as well as a major in the militia for many years. Tennesseeencyclopedia.net says
that Fincastle County elected him to represent them in the Second Continental Congress but I found no source that
includes him as a member. He was among the 400 or so Overmountain Men who, under the leadership of his brother-inlaw and fellow Fincastle signer William Campbell, gathered frontiersmen from current Kentucky and Tennessee to begin
the 1780 campaign that culminated with their driving the British and their allies out of western Carolinas at King’s
Mountain. As a resident of southwest Virginia and later southeast Kentucky, his possible connection to Tennessee that
would get a county named for him was a campaign with John Sevier’s forces against the Cherokees. After the war, he
was among those in favor of creating new states out of the western sections of Virginia and North Carolina that
eventually became Tennessee and Kentucky. The state of Virginia was not pleased with this and stripped him of his
position as justice of the peace, but President Washington later appointed him to be a regional Indian agent to negotiate
on behalf of the federal government. He died shortly before the start of the second war with Britain that would see
both his sons, Col. John and Col. James, die in battle.
But the latter part of his life as an influential frontier leader was not as remarkable as the earlier section which
surprisingly has not become an adventure film. As a fifteen-year old Virginia militiaman, he was captured by hunting
tribesmen from the Great Lakes region. After living among them for over two years, according to Wikipedia, he heard
talk about a British force approaching their region (possibly the Fort Niagara campaign during the French and Indian
War). He slipped away from a hunting party and evaded his captors and their French allies for two weeks and found the
British and became their guide. His reward was a land grant in the Louisville, KY area that he may have sold because he
is not recorded as having ever lived in that area.
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Word Tree

Word Clues

16. H8 occupant
17. Do well
18. Antelope head
accessory
19. Speed
20. Dance party
21. Possess
22. Dorsal
23. Old smoke
24. Don’t have
25. Shoe accessory
26. Sucky
27. Greenish hue
28. Loll
29. Criticize
30. Statue
31. Defeat

1. Gratis
2. Guitar part
3. Length unit
4. Give nutrition
5. Accomplishment
6. Meter
7. Bird bit
8. Information loss
9. Parliamentary unit
10. Immediately
11. Dateless male
12. Plunder
13. Sip
14. Gravy holder
15. Restart
The magazine Vanity Fair first published a puzzle called “Doublets” in 1879, authored by Lewis Carroll of Alice In
Wonderland fame. Two words of equal length were connected by other words which varied from the previous by
changing one letter. These puzzles are typically called “Word Ladders” now, but what if there were branches off the
intermediate words that led to other words? A word tree, obviously. Because there may be alternate solutions,
crossword-type clues are given to find the intended solution. Again, attempts at the correct sequence will be accepted
by email at SMM.Signal@gmail.com and the first correct or closest three will be entered in the end-of-year prize
drawing.
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Nancy’s Notes
Happy New Year!! Happy New Decade, in fact!! There are a number of exciting
things coming down the pike for 2020. First, electronic testing is almost ready to
be launched, and we’ll probably see it in 2020. Once electronic testing is available,
a candidate will be able to go to one of a number of testing centers nationwide, to
take the Mensa tests. This will be a godsend for the many areas which have no
local proctors. Secondly, the word is that the Mensa website will be “searchable”
in the near future. What a boon for those of us who know what we are looking
for, but not where to look. (Hint: until our national website is searchable, Google
works very well. Just Google what you are looking or, then choose the URLs with
“Mensa” in them.)
Don’t forget to register for Central Alabama Mensa’s upcoming RG in Birmingham,
AL from February 14-16, 2020 (Valentine’s Day weekend.) Registration before
January 1, 2020 is only $60. From January 1 till February 1, $65. Walk-ins are $70.
If you have never been to an RG, you’re missing out on one of the best experiences
in Mensa. Get details about the RG and hotel info from maryambridge@gmail.com
These are my goals for Region 5 in 2020 and 2021:

Appointed Officers and
Smokies Signal Staff:
Editor:
Gilbert Chan
smm.signal@gmail.com
Calendar Editor:
Gwen Blair
gwenrblair@gmail.com
Assistant Treasurer:
James Simmons
simmonsjw@comcast.net
East Area Coordinator:
Randal Turner
randalturner@bellsouth.net
865-674-2819
Alternate East Area Coordinator:
Gail Duncan
423-626-4066
Scholarship Coordinator
Nancy Dayton

Social Media:
(send request to be included in one of
these Facebook groups)
Smoky Mountain M
www.facebook.com/groups/30557424
9882
SMM Book Group
www.facebook.com/groups/75075232
1724930
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1) Find a local group in MS or TN to hold a Regional Gathering (RG.) We already
have RGs in NC, SC, GA, and AL. All of these are in the eastern half of the region.
We need a group to step up and host one in MS or TN. One easy way to start is to
hold an all-games gathering. Interested?
2) Hold Leadership Development Workshops every year. We have one planned for
March 6-8, 2020 in Mobile, AL with some exciting regional and national speakers.
My February column will have much more information on this. There will be
another in Fall 2020 or Spring 2021.
3) Recruit Proctors for groups which do not have a resident Proctor. The process is
fairly easy. The prospective Proctor must have a BA or a BS; they must observe
two testing sessions; and then they must be observed leading a testing session. To
remain certified, they have to give a test at least every two years. I have Certified
Proctors ready to help your group recruit and train a Proctor. Just contact me at
rvc5mail@gmail.com, and we’ll get the ball rolling.
4) We need to address the challenge of the many members who do not live within
easy commuting distance of their group’s major population center(s). Lizzz Russell
from French Broad Mensa has volunteered to help us get a Region 5 webpage up
and running. Once the National Office has turned on the Region 5 page in Mensa
Connect, Lizzz will be able to get started on it. Another option that already exists is
Isolated M – a monthly electronic newsletter and chat group for isolated folks.
That URL is isolatedm.com
What??!! I missed your favorite goal? Feel free to email me at
rvc5mail@gmail.com, and I’ll get right on it!
Nancy Campbell, RVC 5, rvc5mail@gmail.com or 704-533-3351
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e-version bonus stuff that didn’t make the 10 printed pages:

Mensaversaries
Years
43
40
36
34

Name
E Roger Clark
Carolyn Ethridge
John Gulley
Hal Leftwich

Month
Years Name
March
15
Doug Carnathan
March
14
Martha Merrill
March
14
Paul Greene
February
14
Robert Scott

Month
January
March
February
March

Years
6
6
5
5

Name
Elijah Norris
Gene Anderson
Adrian Gonzalez
Christopher
Nicholson

Month
March
March
March
March

34

Sharon Mellor

January

14

Ronald Ellis

February

5

March

33
33
27
25
21
21
19
18
18

Andrew Evancho
Steven Mears
J Wayne Waller
Shirley Koff
Elliot Harris
Patricia Berg
James Whitson
E Ray Asbury
Jennifer Valentine

January
January
March
March
March
March
January
February
March

13
13
13
12
12
12
11
10
10

Edgar Bowers
Jon Williams
William Ploughe
Dallas Bell
Dewey McWhirter
Matthew Holker
Paul Shaw
Buzz Patrick
Jeffrey Prince

January
February
February
January
March
March
March
March
January

5
5
4
4
3
3
2
2
2

Christopher
Whitman
Nancy Witick
William Smith
Edwin Stone
Jaxon Lansden
James Bailey
Stephen Williams
Elizabeth O'Neill
Jan Nielsen
Rosalia OtaduyRamirez

17
16
16

John McCook
Michelle Blakley
Samantha
McCammon
Thomas
Smith Pritchard

February
March
February

9
9
9

Anthony Turner
Cleo Jackson
Gary Dawson

January
February
February

1
1
1

Allen Hunley
Amy Avery
Harold Duckett

January
March
March

March

6

Barbara Ross

January

1
1

William South
Zoe Gracia

February
January

16

February
January
January
March
March
March
March
March
February

Birthdays
3-Jan
10-Jan
11-Jan
14-Jan
18-Jan
24-Jan
27-Jan
27-Jan

Philip Rushing
E Roger Clark
Christopher Nicholson
Christopher Whitman
Jeffrey Jones
Ramon Oteiza
Marsha Raymond
Charles Mulkey
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6-Feb
9-Feb
16-Feb
16-Feb
18-Feb
24-Feb
29-Feb

Dewey McWhirter
Anurag Agarwal
John Gulley
Kathy Burch
Glenn Spencer
James Ratledge
Patricia Berg

3-Mar
13-Mar
14-Mar
15-Mar
18-Mar
24-Mar
26-Mar

Hugh Perry
Colleen Landaiche
John Jones
Gene Noah
Timothy Buss
Gary Dawson
Deborah Purcell
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Photos
November dinner meeting at Puleo’s Grille with Beth Kitts of RSCC-Oak Ridge

Some other notes we couldn’t squeeze in the main meeting recap:
•

•
•

•

When you are surprised no one responds, it may be because they hit the buzzer too soon and
were locked out from answering (but on a game previous to hers no one got the answers in the
“Baseball Managers” category, while Beth thought everyone should have known the Frank
Robinson question).
Experienced contestants can tell when Alex will be done speaking and be permitted to signal,
or have to see the lights around the board, not visible to the TV audience, go on.
There is an online community of former contestants (players get invited to a Facebook group
after their show airs). They seem to be divided between those who are glad to have gotten to
compete and those who keep reliving the chances they missed to win.
If a person appears on the show or is not selected after their 18 months from the audition, they
can’t apply again. Exceptions are winners who reappear for a tournament of champions, or
locals who promise to be on call as a substitute; one of these drove up from San Diego and
won the game Beth was in.
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Christmas Party in Knoxville, Dec 14
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Christmas Party in Knoxville, Dec 14

Gregg Butler, John Raymond, Blaise & Jeff Perkins

Carrie Ethridge, Gregg Butler, Lynn Juneau, Brenda Pritchard
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Jeremy, Jim Simmons; Winnie Chan; Betsy Campbell

Doug & Carol Brown
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Christmas Party in Knoxville, Dec 14

Lynn Juneau, Winnie Chan, Clarence Juneau; Zheyn and Jeff in back

Brenda Pritchard, Barbara Trainor
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In case the carved tree picture from Tom Pritchard’s travelogue was too small, here it is again:
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Smart Alec
Just in case you’ve been missing comics, here are some from Betty Hass of San Francisco Area Mensa
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Christmas Movie Quiz
We had found this in a free copy of “The Covenant Companion” (Nov/Dec 2016) we had gotten in the mail and saved for
a group activity. The most any group got at the party was 11; Victoria Workman correctly identified 12 of the 14 later.
(answers upside-down at bottom of image)
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In Closing
Went to New Orleans at Christmas and found that Louisiana Mensa has their own spot right in the French Quarter:

(actually, it is a restaurant at 1117 Decatur that we didn’t visit during our trip)
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